Neo Convent Sr. Sec. School, Paschim Vihar , N.D. - 63
Holidays Homework ( 2018 – 19 )
Class - LKG
Name -

Class / Sec -

Teacher’s Sign –

Dear parents,
We hope the children enjoyed their first spell in school as much as we enjoyed getting to
know them. The school is a second home. Hope our children have started feeling like home in
school by now.
Summer vacations are just round the corner. To keep our little ones indoor in the sweltering
heat and to utilize their time with constructive and creative activities. We are sending a few
assignments that would help the children to get a grasp of the work done in the school.
Some fun filled activities can be done at home under your guidance.
Submit the given homework in a folder clearly mentioning the name, class and section of the
child. It would be appreciated if the students themselves decorate the folders with their tiny
hands.

Some guidelines for enhancing the overall personality of your child.

* Holiday homework should be done under parental guidance and not by the parents.
* The child should have a fixed time daily for doing assignments.
* Before coloring, guide him / her to color in the same direction and within the image.
* ‘Reading book is fun’. Inculcate the habit of reading in your child.
* Nurture your child’s interest – be it art, music, dance or anything else.
* Let him/her pursue a hobby of his /her own choice.
* Please train your child to become independent in his/her daily chores.
* Be polite while speaking and talk softly.
* Inculcate proper toilet habits.
* Remember to converse in English throughout.

Good manners and good habits are lifelong assets and they should be practiced until they
become habit. Revise the four magical words: PLEASE, SORRY, THANK YOU and EXCUSE ME
which we have learned as the part of basic good manners .Make these four magical words a
habit and see the difference.

ASSIGNMENTS
Part-1

English 1. Revise ( do written practice ) all the work done in the class and also do practice of
picture reading.
2. Complete * pages – 20, 25,29,45,50,55,73,78. (Capital Letters Only)
“Seasons”, Term -1 book ,
3.

Learn any 2 short stories of your choice. (4-5 lines).

Creative corner - Make flash cards of the alphabets given in the school diary. Paste
pictures on any bright coloured A-4 size pastel sheet and make borders using any
contrasting glitter tape. Make the cards as creative as you can with the topic allotted to
you.
For example –

J
Hindi 1. Learn any 4 Hindi rhymes and 2 small stories of your choice.
2. Make beautiful flash cards on the topic (Swar & Vayanjan) given in the Diary.
You can use A-4 size coloured pastel sheet and make borders using glitter tape.
Also cover the same using white cellophane sheet.
Example:

Math 1. Revise (do written practice) all the work done in the class.
2. Complete pages –113 to 128 of “Seasons , Term -1 “book.
3. Learn counting from 1 to 20.

Creative corner - Make sheets as shown below. It should be on a A - 4 size sheet ( as shown
in the Picture ). Paste number and its respective number of pictures (same object) on it. You
can use any bright coloured pastel sheet and make borders using the contrasting glitter tape.
Your topic is mentioned in the school diary. Make the sheet as creative as you can with the
numbers allotted to you.

For example –

7

Art and Craft 1. Complete the colouring book till pages – 4 to 10 of “ Art Skills – Part - A. ”
2. Make flash cards of Pets animals, Wild animals and Farm animals (Picture pasting no
drawing) on A-4 size light coloured pastel sheets and make borders using the
contrasting glitter tape. Cover the same with white cellophane sheet.
3.

Make a chart on the topic ( given in the school diary ) on the pastel sheet of any
Colour. The size of the chart should be 20 x 20 inches.

Part - 2

Craft Work

Button craft

Materials required -

Brown cartage sheet
Scissors , Glue
Plastic buttons of Different colour and sizes
A-4 size pastel sheet with glitter tape border

Steps-

1. Cut brown cartage sheet in the shape of a branch of a tree or you can use real
dry twig.
2. Paste it on the A-4 sized pastel sheet.
3. Then paste buttons as shown in the above Picture.
4. Your button craft is ready.

Birds

Materials required -

Yellow, Red / Orange cartage sheet, Scissors, Glue
6 ice cream sticks, printed yellow colour paper, 2 pairs of goggly
eyes. A-4 size pastel sheet with glitter tape border

Steps • Take 2 hands cut outs of yellow sheet as shown in the above picture.
• Then colour the ice cream sticks with yellow colour and paste the same with each other
in the form of triangle as shown in the above picture.
• Cut a circle for face out of yellow sheet and paste the same above the ice cream sticks.
Then complete the face by pasting goggly eyes and beak (triangle of red colour).
• Cut 2 pairs of legs each of red colour and paste the same below the triangle to complete
the picture of our cute bird.
• Your Chirpy bird is ready.

